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PREFACE 

T BIS BOOI<, written to commemorate the fiftieth an· 
niversary of the death at Karl Marx, offers an interpreta
tion of the activity and thought of one of the oulstanding 
thinken; of the nin~teenth century. It is ~en in the hope 
that it may clarify some of the fun?amental i!roblett.. and' 
iSsues of Marx'. philosophy around which controyersy has 
raged for decades. To those "'ho are ;Uready:acquainted 
with the writings of Marx and his followers, it is hoped 'that 
this.fook will suggest a fresh point of view. To those who 
are not acquainted with Marx, it is oife'l'd as a guide to 
further study. 

The occasion for which this hook has heen Written and 
the unhomogeneous nature of the reading publie to which 
it is adch-essed have determined the content and method of 
its presentation, and have compelled the author to forge;>' 
a systematic historical ""position and a detailed critical 
analysiS of the themes treated. These will be given in sub.: 
sequent studies. But it is hoped that Marx'. leading idc;as 
have been here presented with sufficient clarity to produce ' 
a lively appreciation of,their meaning and impact in the 
world to:-day. Ifin addition the reader is led to independent 
reflection upon the material submitted and the point of 
view from which it has 'been interpreted in the following 
pages, the objectives of the author will have been attained. 

Experience has shown that no, book on Marx can expect 
to be received with anywhere near the same detachment as 
a haole on the Ammassalik Eskimo or a treatise OD the in
ternal constitution of the stars. Marx's ideas are so much a 
part of what people fear or welcome to-day, his doctrines 
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so intimately connected with the living faith and hate 0' 
different classes and so often invoked by groups with con': 
f1icting political all~giances that the very sigbt of his name 
arouses a mind-set on the part of the reader of wbich he is 
largely unconscious. Every critical student of Marx-<lS of 
any disputed text or epoch~must, however, make the 
effort to' distinguish between the meaning disclosed by 
analysis: and his own evaluation of that meaning. Such an 
effort in Marx's case is singularly difficult, for even when 
we become aware of our "Prejudices we do not thereby 
transcend them; but it is an effort wbich must be made if 
we would do justice to both Marx and ourselves. 

In order to facilitate this process of disqimination, the 
author believes it may be belpful to state explicitly certain 
methodological cautions that are generally taken for granted 
in subjects less heatedly controversial. He also hopes that by 
'making his own position clear at the outset, much misunder
standing will be avoided. 

This book' is not written by an .. orthodox" Marxist., 
Indeed the author regards orthodox Marxism, in the form 
in wbich it flourished from 1895 to 1917, as an emasculation 
of Marx's thought. He holds thai Marx himself was not a.n 
orthodox Marxist. Orthodoxy is not only fatal to honest 
thinking ; it involves the abandonment of the revolutionary 
s~dpmnt wbich was central to Marx's life and thought. 
Tbis has been amply demonstrated by the bistoric ex
perience of the ,German Social Democracy, the leaden of 
whos ... centre and right wing regarded themselves as ortho
dox Marxists par .",.l/em<, and who were quick with the 
epithet of heretic against all who sought to interpret 
Marxism as a pbilosophy of action. 

The very use of the term .. orthodoxy" is an anomaly 
in any revolutionary movement. Its derivation is notor
iously religious. Its meaning was fasbioned in the con
troversies between Roman and Byzantine Christianity. Its 
associations more naturally suggest a church and the vested 
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privileges of a church than an organisation: of enlightened 
and disciplined men and women fighting for the emancipa
tion of society. Wherever there are people who insist upon 
calling themselves orthodox, there wili"be found dogma ; 
and wherever dogma, subst;.tution of a blind faith or a 
general formula for concrete analysis· and specific action. 

One cannot be orthodox at any price and a lover of the 
truth at the same time. This was clearly demonstrated by 
the tenacity with which "orthodox" Marxists, who in 
practice had long abandoned Marx and Engels, clung to 

. the latter's anthropology in the face of the most conclusive 
findings of modem anthropologists. If the acceptance of 
Morgan's outmoded anthropology is necessary to orthodox 
Marxism, the author must be damned as an heretic on this 
point as well. Morgan was a great pioneer anthropologist. 
But no one to-day can accept his universal schema of social 
development for the family and other institutions, without 
intellectual stultification. . . 

This book is not an attempt to revise Marx or to.bring him 
up to date. Such a procedure is impermissible in what Pte- . 
sumes to be a critical, expository account of Marx's own I 
theories. The fact that the neglected aspects of Marx's 
thought, to which this book calls attention, have impressive 
contemporary implications, explains, perhaps, why this 
study was undertaken, but it does not c"nstitute AA intro
duction of a foreign point of view into the doctrines"dis
cussed. 

No author can guard himself from the will to m4)lIlder-. 
stand .• But he can diminish the dangers of distortion by 
inviting the reader to follow the argument in its own terms 
and to judge it in the context of the views opposed. The 
emphasis upon the role of activity in Marxism, as con
trasted with the mechanical and fatalistic conceptions orthe 
social process which prevail in orthodox circles, lays the 
author open to the charge of smuggling in philosophieal 
idealism. But Marx's dialectical materialism has always 
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appeared to be idealistic to those who, having reduced all 
reality. to matter in. motion, find them.elves incapable d. 
explaining the interaction between things and thought 
except on the assumption that the mind produces what i$ 
acts upon. Tj)is last assumption is frankly idealistic but it ia: 
not involved in dialectical materialism. ' 

Due to the limitations of space, a great deal of material 
bearing upon the central issues of the discussion has ·been.' 
omitted. Some important philosophical problems bave not· 
even been mentioned. It should' be borne in mind, how- . 
ever, that what is left unsaid on these matters as well as on . 
other.-relevant or irrelevant-is not thereby denied, 
unless it is logically incompatible with the implications of 
what is said. No form of criticism is more unconscionable 
than that which proceeds on the assumption that an author 
intends to exhaust his subject-matter and then urges against 
,the position taken that it implicidy denies views, which, 
in, virtue of necessary selection, it has no opportunity to 
treat. This caution is added, not to prevent the reader from 
raising difficulties, but rather to insure that the difficulties 
which are raised bear re\evandy upon the issues dis
cussed. The author is quite aware that the position sketched 
in this book is not frcc from difficulties. He even states 
some of them. A position which has no difficulties is too 
easy to be true, or'lf true, too trivial. to be of practical 
import in this world. On the other hand, because all·posi
tions have difficulties is no reason for refusing to take one • 

. On some subjects-especially the subjects' treated in this 
book-no one can escape taking a position. For every posi
tion towards the question of social change-including the 
dead point of indifferentism-has social consequences. The 

. : ;';telllgent thing to do--so it seems to the author-is to 
take a position, recognise the difficulties and participate 
co-operativcly; with all those who share the position, in 
their solution. 

The author wishes to state his indebtedness to two 
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contemporary writers: Georg Lukacs, whose Geschi&hte WIll 
Klassenbewusststin stresses the significance of the dialectic 
element in Marx's thought and links Marx up-unfor
tunately much too closely-with the stream of German, 
classical philosophy; and to Karl Korsch whose Marxismus 
rmd Philosophil confinns the author'. own hypothesis of the 
practical-historical axis of Marx's thought, but which under
estimates the difficulties -involved in treating the formal 
aspect of Marx's thought from this point of view. The text 
and footnotes carry acknowledgments to non-contemporary 
writers. 

Some of the material in the early chapters was originally 
printed as an article in the Symposium of July '93' ; thanks 
are due to the editors for permission to reprint it here. The 

- Symposium article together with an earlier article on 
.. Dialectical Materialism" in the Journal of Philosophy for 
1928. contained material whose phrasing has given rise to 
serious misinterpretation. This has been corrected in the 
body of the book. 

SIDNEY HOOK. 

New York, 
January ;, 1933. 
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APPENDIX 

FOUR LETTERS ON HISTORICAL MATERIALISM 

by FuolUUC ENGELS 

Trll1lSw.d ~ Sidnq Hook 

I •. ENGELS' LBTrBR 1'0 CoNRAD SCHMIDT 

London, Oct. "" 'go 
DUJr SdrmUiI : 

I seize the fint free moment to write you. I think you would be 
well advised to accept the position at Zurich.' You can always 
learn considerably about economic matters there especially if you 
bear in mind that Zurich is still only a third-rate money and 
business market, and that, consequently, the effects which make 
themselves felt there are weakeoed, and indeed deliberately 
falsified, by double and triple-fold manipulations. But one ac
quires a practical knowledge of the business and is compelled to 
follow first-hand market reports from Loudon, New York, p.m, 
Berlin, Vieona-and that's the world market in its reflected form 
as money and security market. Of the economic, political aud 
other re.8.ections the same thing is true as of the imageS in the 
human eye. They aU pass through a <OlIve>: lens and therefore 
appear upside down, standing on their head. Only the nervous 
oystem is lacking to set them right on their feet again. The money
market expert sees the movemeots of industry and the world mar
ket only in the inverted reflections of the money aud security 
market, and takes the effect for the cause. I saw that take place 
already in the forties in Manchester. The London market reports 
were absolutely useless as a guide to the development of industry 
and it! periodic maxima and minima because m'!ords wanted. to 
explain everything as arising from the crises in the money market 
which were, after all, only symptoms. Behind the matter at that 
time was the desire to explain away the met that industrial crises 

1 Conrad Schmidt bad written Engel. that he intended to take over . 
the commcn:ial section of. Zurich newspaper. 



arose out of temporazy overproduction; in addition there was a 
bias which invited distortion. This last is now for us irrelevant; 
besides it is a fact that the money market can also have its own 
crises in which direct industrial disturbances play only a sub
ordinate rale or none whatever. In this connection there is much 
to be investigated especially in the last tweaty yean. 

Wherever there is division of labour on a social scale, there will 
also be found the growing indepeodenee of work ... in relation to 
each other. Production is in the last instance the decisive factor. 
However, as soon as the comm.ercial exchange of commodities 
separates itself from. real production it follows a movement which, 
although as a whole still dominated by production, obeys in its 
particular details and within the sphere of its general depeodence 
its own laws. These flow from the nature of the new factors in .. 
valved. This movement has its own phases aod reacts in turn upon 
the course of production. The discovery of America resulted from 

. the hunger for money, which had already driveo the Portuguese 
to Africa (cr. Soetheers Ed6lmnol-l'rodMIctitm), beeause the tre
mendous expansion of European industry in the fourteenth and 
lifteeoth ceoturies together with the corresponding commercial 
activity demanded more eurreney than Germany-the great 
silver country from '450 to '55<>-<:ould provide. The conquest 
of India by the Portuguese, Dutch and Euglish from '500 to .800 
was undertaken for the sake of imfHJrIs from IruJid. At that time no 
one thought of exports. And yet what en100sa\ counter-effects these 
discoveries and conquests which were determined purely by in
terests of trade, had upon exports from those countries aod. upon 
the development of 1arge seale industry. 

The same is true for the money market. Just as soon as dealing 
in money [GeIdJumdd] is separated from commodity exchange it de
velops its own speciaJ laws and phases. These follow from its own 
particular nature, yet they all take p1aee within the given limits 
and conditions of production and commodity exchange. Where 
dealing in money is extended to include securities that are not 
merely government consolo but industrials and railroad stocks, aod 
thereby wins direct control over a phase of the production which 
u a whole controb it, the reaction of the money market upon pJ"Ooo 
duction becomes all the stronger and more complicated. The in
vestment bankers are the ownen of railroads, mines, steel mills, 
etc. These means of production take an a double aspecL Business 
has to be run now with an eye to the immediate interests of pr0-

duction, aod now with an eye to ~ needs of the stock-holden in 



so far as they are money lenders. The crassest illustration nf this is 
furnished by the activities nf the North American rai\roads which 
at the present time depend completely upon the market opera
tions nf Jay Gould, Vanderbilt and othent-<>perations that are 
totally foreign to the needs and interests of the railroads as com
mon carrien. And even here in England we bave witnessed yean nf 
struggle between different railway companies in competitive ter
ritories in which an enormous amount of money went up in smoke 
not in the interest nfproduction and communication but solelyi» 
cause nf a rivalry wbose main function was to make poosib1e the 
market operation nf the wealthy stock-bolders. 

In these few wonts about my conception nf the relation between 
production and commodity exchange, and nf both to the money 
market, I bave alreody answered in essence your questions con
cerning IUstoricoJ ....urialinn in general. The matter can most easily 
be grasped from the standpoint nf the dWisUm qf iIlIHNr. Society 
gives rise to certain public functions which it cannot dispense with. 
The people who are delegated to perform them constitute a new 
branch nf the division nf labour wilkin .roci8!y. They acquire there
with special interest in opposition to those who have elected them ; 
make themselves relatively independent nf them, and the skIU is 
already here. The same thing takes place, as we observed, in com
mercial exchange and later in money exchange. The new inde
pendent power must, nf course, submit to the movement nf pro
duction as a whole. But it also WIds, by virtue nf the strength of 
its immanent, ;.6., its once borrowed but gradually developed re
lative independence, upon the conditions and course nf, produc
tion. There is a ,ltiprotity between two III&Iqual forces ; on the one 
sid~ the economic movement; on the other, the new political 
power which strives for the greatest possible independence and 
which baving once arisen is endowed with ito ..... IIIIR!mIml. The 
economic movement, upon the whole, a.sserts itself but it is affected 
by the reaction nf the relatively independent political movement 
which it itself bad set up. This political movement is on the one 
hand the state power, OD the other, the opposition which comes 
to life at the same time with it. Just as the money market refiecb 
as a whole, with the qualifications indicated, the movement nf the 
industrial market, but naturally in an _14d fashion, 90 there is 
rdIected in the struggle between government and opposition, the 
Itruggle between already existing and opposing c1assc:s but again 
in an inverted fonn, no longer direct but indin:ct, not as open class 
struggle hut as a struggle between poIili<sl priRciplu. So inverted is 



this rdlcction that it requiml thOU3allds of yean to discover what 
was behind it. 

The reaction of the state power upon economic development 
can take a three-fold form. It can run in the same direction, and 
then the temp., of devdopmlnt becomes accelerated; it can buck 
up against that development in which case to-day among every 
large people the state power is sure to go to smash before long ; 
or it can block economic development along some directions and 

. by down.its path along others. This last case is ultimately redu
cible to one of either of the foregoing two. It is clear that in the 
seccmd and third cases the political power can do great damage 
to the COur.IC of economic development and result in a great waste 
of energy and matcria/s., . 

We must add to the above the cases of conquest and brutal de
struction of economic l'eSOUIUS in which under certain circum
stances it was possible in the past for a local or national economic 
development to be completely destroyed. To-day situations of this 
kind produce opposite effects at least among the lazge nations. 
Often it is the conquered who in the long run wins more ccooomi. 
cally, politically and morally than the conqueror. 

The same is true for law. Just as soon as the new division of 
labour makes necessary the creation of pr'lf<SJiqqJ jurists, another 
new independent domain is opened wbich for all its dependence 
upon prod"ction and trade in geocra1, still pooscss.. a spccial 
capacity to react upon these ficlds. In a modem state, law must 
DOt only correspond to the geoeral economic situation and be its 
apression ; it must also be a eoiI6l11ll.1 rmifod <Xj1nssimI and free from 
glaring intcmal inconsistencies. In order to achieve this, ~ 
fidelity with wbich the law directly rdlects economic conditions 
becomes less and less. This is all the truer, in those rare cases, when 
the legal code apresses the harsh, unre1ieved and naked fact of 
class rule. For that contradicts the very Jtriw:i/JU 'If jllSliu and law. 
The pure and consistent jural concept of the n:vo\utionary bour
geoise of J 79.-g6 already appears falsi6ed in many respects in the 
Code Napoleon. And in so far as it is carried out, it is subject to 
daily modification because of the growing power of the proletariat. 
That doesn't prevent the Napoleonic code from serving as a legal 
model for new codifications of law in all parts of the world. The 
COur.IC of legal development is to be ap1ained in large part first by 
this allcsnpt to erect an harmonious system of law hy eliminating 
the contradi<tions betweenjural propositions wbich are thcsnsclves 
the direct translation of economic re1ations; and then hy the 



influence and compulsion exerted by.the further economicdeve1op .. 
ment which keeps on upsetting the system and plunging it into new 
contradictions. (I speak here for the time being only' of civil law.) 

The reflection of economic relations as principles of law is neces .. 
sarily an inverted one. The process. takes place vvil!hout the pat
ticipants becoming conscious of it. The jurist imagines that he is 
operating with d priori propositions while the latter are on,ly re-
flections of the economic process. And so everything remains stand· 
ing on its head. This inverted reBa so long as it is not .recognised 
for what it is constitutes what we call itkalogical conception.s. That it 
is able to set up a counteraction on the economic basis and within 
certain limits to modify it, seems. to me to be self-evident. The 
foundations of the law of inheritla:ltcc, corresponding stages in the 
development of the family being presuppooed, are economic. 
Nonetheless it would be very hard to prove that, I.g., the absolute 
freedom of testamentary dispooition in England, and the strongly 
restricted right in France, in all particulars have only economic 
causes. Yet both methods react in a very significant way upon the 
economic system in that they inBuence the distribution of wealth. 

And now as concerns those ideological realms which tower .till 
higher in the cloudo-r.l;'aion, phill)Sophy, etc.-they all possess from 
pre-historical days an already discovered and traditionally ac
cepted fund of-what we would l<HIay call bunk [BIOdrinn]. All of 
these various mistaken ideas of nature, of the creation of man, of 
spirits and magical forces have as their basis, in the main, negative 
economic grounds. False ideas of nature are supplementary to 
the primitive economic development of the pre--historica1 period ; 
but in places they are often conditioned and even <!aused by 
economic development. However, even if economic need has been 
the chief driving force in the advance of natural knowledge, and 
has become even more 10, it would be altogether pedantic to seek 
economic causa for all this primitive original superstition. The 
history of science is the history of the gradual elimination of this 
superstition, i.,., its replacement by new, but always less absurd, 
superstitions. The people who supply it belong again to a .pecial 
sphere in the division of labour and imagine that they are working 
in an independent domain. And in so far as they constitute an in .. 
dependent group within the social division of labour, their produc
tion, inclusive of their erron, exerts a eollRler-QCling injlwnuupon die 
entire IOcial development, even upon the economic. Nonetheless 
they still remain under the timninanl in.f/1mu;l qf •• ",,.,"';. dnJelopnlll1/J. 
For example, in philosophy this is easiest to demonstrate for the 



bourgeois period. Hobbes wall the first modem materialist (in the 
aense of the eighteenth century) but an aboolutist at a time when 
in the whole of Europe absolute monarchy was enjoying the height 
of ill! power and in England bad takeo up the struggle against the 
people. Locke was, in religion as in politics, a SOD of the class-
compromise of J 688. The English Deists, and their more consistent 
followen, the French materialists, were the genuine philosophers 
of the bourgeoisi~the French, even of the bourgeois revolution. 
In Germa.J philosophy from Kant to Hegel the German philistine 
makes his wa)'-DOW positively, now negatively, But as a definite 
domain within the division of labour the philosophy of every age 
has as its presUppositiODI a certain intellectual material which it 
inherill! from its predecessors and which is its own point of depar
ture. That is why philosophy can play first violin in economically 
backward. countries; I.g., France in the eighteenth century as 
opposed to England upon whose philosophy her own was based ; 
,and later Gennany as opposed to both. But in France as in Ger
many, philosophy and the general outburst of literary activity of 
that time, were a result of an economic upswing. The final supre
macy of economic developmeot even in these realms is established 
hut it takes place within the conditio ... which are set dowo by the 
particular realm; in philOlOphy, •. g., through the effect of 
economic influences (which again aert influence throngh dis
guised political, etc., forms) upoo the existing philosophical 
material which our philosophical predecessors bave banded down. 
Of itself er...onomics produces no effecti here d.irectly ; but it deter
mines the kiM qf e!um&. and development the already existing in
tellectual material receives, and even that, fur the most part, in
directly, since it is the political, jural and moral reflexes which 
exercise the greatest direct influence upoo philosophy. 

I have said wbat is necessary about religion in the last section of 
myF .... bll&h. 

If Barthl imagines that we deny all and every counteraction of 
the political, etc., reftexa of the economic movement upon ~ that 
movemeot illlelf, /y is simjJly ~ agaiIuIl11iNImilIs. Let him 
take a glance at Marx'. EighlMnllo B"""';' .. which alm""t restricts 
itself to the treatment of the sp.eW r6le that political struggles and 
events play, naturally within the sphere of their g_ol dependence 
upon economic conditions j or in CJpiIIJ, •. ,., the section on the 
working day, where legislation, which certainly is a political art, 

1 Schmidt bad called Engels' attentinn to the boot nf Prof. Paul 
Barth-Dil ~ H".u .... __ N«iIfof&or. 
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operates so decisively; or the section on the history of the bour
geoisie (Chap. '4). Why are we struggliDg fur the political dictator
ship of the proletariat, if political power bas Do economic effects. 
Force (i.l., the state authority) is abo an economic power! 

But I have no time at present to criticise the book. The third 
volume must first come out, and besides I believe that Bernstein 
caD do the job quite wdL 

What all these fellows 1ad: is dialectic. They see cause here, 
effect there. They do not at all see that this method' of viewing 
things results in hare abstractiolJS ; that in the real worla such 
metaphysical polar opposites exist cmIy in crucial situations ; that 
the whale great process develops itself in the form of reciprocal 
action, to be sure of very UDequai forces, in which. the economic 
movement is far and away the strongest, moot priDtary and 
decisive. They do not see that here nothing is aboolute and every
thing relative. For them Hegel bas never existed. 

. Youn, etc. 

2. ENGELS' l.Irnmt "10 J. BLOCB 
Lcmd ..... SepL "'. IBgo 

Dear SiT:-
Your letter of the yd imt. was forwarded to me at FoIkestone; 

but as I did not have the booIt in question there, I- could not 
answer you. Returning home on the I.th I discovered such a pile 
of important work waiting fur me, that cmIy to-day have I found 
the time to write you a few lines. This in exp1anation of the delay 
which I hope you will kiDdly pardon. 

To PbiDt 1.1 F"ust of all you will please Dote on p. '9 of the 
Drip that the process of development of the Punaluan family is 
presented as baving takeD pIacc so gradually that even in this 
c:eDtury marriages of brother and sister (~ .... """"") bave taken 
place in the royal family of Hawaii. And throughout antiquity we 
find examples of marriages between brother and sister, .. g. among 
the Ptalemies. SecoDdly, we must here distinguish between brother 
and sister deriving from the side of the mnther, or dcriving ooly 
·from the side of the father; .'p/tM, cd4lpM oomes from thI~'"". 
womb, and originally sigoified, therefore, cmIy broth..- and sister 
OIl the sid< o/1Iw """"". The feeling had survived a long time from 

1 Blocb bad asked bow it came about that eveo after the m.ap
pearaoce of the coosanguiDe family, marriages between brother and 
m.cr were "'" forhiddcD __ the Greets. 



the time of the Mul/m'«hl that the child= of the same mother 
who have different fathen are more closely related than the child
ren of the same father who have different mothers. The Punaluan 
form of the family excludes only marriages between the first 
group (i ... , child= of one mother hut of different fathe .. ) but by 
DO means between the second who according to the existing notion 
are not even related (since Mu/tm«iIJ rules). & far as I know the 
cases of marriage between brother and sister in ancient Greece 
are restricted either to thoac individuals who have different 
mothers or to those about whom this is not known, and for whom, 
therefore, the possibility is not excluded; nor is it in absolute 
oontradi~tion to the Punaluan usage. You bave overlooked the 
fact that between the time of the Punaluan family and the time of 
Greek monogamy there li .. the jump from the matriarchate to 
the patriarchate, which alten matten considerably. 

According to Wachsmuth's Hellm. AItJr.rIiim4m, in the heroic 
age of Greece, " there is no sign of any concern about the too close 
blood relationship of busband and wife except for the relation of 
parent and child." (III, p. 156.) .. Marriage with the Itibli<1lm 
sister Was not disapproved of in Crete" (ibid., p. 170). The last 
also according to Strabo (Bit. X), (for the moment bowever I 
<:aDDot find the passage because of the absence of chapter divi
sions). By ltibl""", sister I und ... tand, unless there is proof to 
the contrary, sisters on the father's side. 
. To Point 11.1 I qualify your lint major proposition as foDoM : 

According to the materialistic conception of history, the produc .. 
tion and reproduction of real life constitutes in the wt inslanu 
the determining factor of history. Neither Marx nor I ever main
tained more. Now when someone comes along and distorts this 
to mean that the economic factor is the soU determining factor be 
is converting the former proposition into a meaningless, abstract 
and absurd phrase. The economic situation is the basis but the 
various facto .. of the supentructure-the political forms of the 
cl ... struggles and their resu1~titutions, etc., estab1isbed by 
victorious. el ..... after bard-won battles-legal forms, and even 

. the reflexes of all these real struggles in the brain of the partici
pants, political, jural, philosophical theeri.., religious conceptions 

1 Bloch bad asked how the fundamental principle of the ma
terialistic conception of history wu understood by Marx and Engels 
themselves; whether the production and reproduction of life c:onsti
tukd the soU determining factor or was only the foundation upon 

. which aU other relations developed a further activity of their _. 



which have been devdoped into S)'Stematic dogmas, all these 
exercise an influence upon the course of historica1.struggles, and in 
many cases determine for the most part their form. There is a 
reciprocity between all these factors in which, finally, through the 
endless array of contingencies (i.e., of things and events whose 
inner connection with one another is so remote, or so incapable 
of proof, that we may neglect it, regarding it as non-existent) the 
economic movement asserts itself as necessary. Were this not the 
case, the application of the theory to any given historical period 
would be easier than the solution of a simple equation of the first 
degree. , 

We oUl'Sdves make our own history, hut, first of all, under very 
definite presup~tiODS and conditions. Among these arc the 
economic, which are 6nally decisive. But there are also the 
political, etc. Yos, even the ghootly traditions which haunt the 
minds of men playa rate albeit DOt a decisive one. The Prussian 
state arose and developed through historical, in the last instance, 
economic causes. One could hardly, however, assert without 
pedantry that among the many petty principalities of North 
Germany,just Brandenberg was determin'ed by economic necessity 
and not by other facton also (before all, its involvement in vinue 
of its Prussian possessions, with Poland and therewith international 
political relatio~which were abo decisive factors in the creation 
of the domestic pow .. of Austro-Hungary) to hceome the great 
power in which was to be embodied the economic, linguistic and, 
since the Refonnation, also the religious differences of North and 
South, It would be very hard to attempt to explain by economic 
causes without making ourselves ridiculous the cxistenft of every 
petty German stale of the past or present, or the origin of modem 
German syntax, which reinforced the differences that existed 
already in virtue of the geographical separating wall formed by 
the mountains from Sudeten to Taunus. 

Secondly, history is so made that the end result always arises . 
out nf the conflict of many individual wills in which every will is 
itself the product of a host of special conditions of life. Conse
quently there exist innumerable intersecting forces, an infinite 
group of parallelograms of forces which give rise to one resultant 
product-the historical event. This again may jtself be viewed as 
the product of a force acting as a Whole without consciousness or 
volition. For what every individual wills separately is frustrated by 
what every one doe wills and the general upshot is something 
which no one willed. And so the course of history has run along 



like a natural process; it also is subject essentiany to Ibe same laws 
of motion. But from the fact that the wills of individuals-who 
-desire what the constitution of their body as well as external 
circumstances, in the last instance economic (either penonal or 
social) detemiine them to desire-do not get what they wish but 
are sunk into an average or common result, from all that onc has 
no rigbt to conclude that they equal zero. On the contrary, every 
will contributes to the result and is in so far forth included within 
it. . 

I shoulc:l'"further like to beg of you to study the theory from its 
original sources and not at second hand. It is really much easier. 
Marx hardly wrote a thing in which !hi> theory does not playa 
part. The Eighlunlh BrrD1IIN. qf Louis Napollon is an especially 
-remarkable example of its application. There are many relevant 
passages also in Capitsl. In addition, permit me to call your atten
tion to my own writings, H.".,. E. DiihrirvI's Umwakung Ur Wis
smsc/uifl and L. Fewrbodl und Ur A.wgang Ur klassischm thutscJu 
Philosoph" where I give the most comprchensive exposition of 
historical materialism which to my knowledge exists anywhere. 

Marx and I are partly responsible for the fact that at times our 
disciples have -laid more weight upon the economic factor than 
belongs to if. We were compelled to emphasise its central character 
in opposition to our opponents who denied it, and there wasn't 
always time, place and ooouion to do justice to the other facton 
in the reciprocal interactions of the historical process. But just as 
soon as it was a matter of the presentation of an h.istorical chapter, 
that is to say, of practical application, things became quite differ
ent; there, no error was possible. Unfortunatdy it is only too 
frequent that a penon believes he has completely undentood a 
new theory and is capable of applying it when he has taken over its 
fundamental ideu--and even then in an incorrect fonn. And from 

. this reproach I cannot spare many of the recent U Marxists." 
They have certainly turned out a rare kind of tommy-rot. 

To Point I again. Yesterday (I am writing now on the Q2nd of 
Sept.) I found the following decisive passage, in Schoemano'. 
Gri<ehis,hI A.llerlibnlt (Berlin, 1855, I, p. 52), which completely 
confinns the view taken above: n It is well known that marriages 
between half-brothers or sisters of dijf".1IIl "",/Mrs was not regarded 
as incest in late Greece." 

I hope that the appalling parenthetical expressions which for 
brevity', sake have slipped from my pen won't frighten you off. 

YoW'S, etc. 



3. ENGELS' LETl"BR TO HANs STAltDNBURO 

London, January 2S, 10g4 
[J,(IT SiT, 

Here are the aosweI1I to your qUestiODs 1 : 
I. By economic relations, which we regard as the determining 

basis of the history of society, we understand the way in which 
human beings in a definite society produce their necessities of life 
and exchange the product among p,cmsclves (in so far as division . 
of labour exists). Consequently the wIuJI4 1«Ani'l'" of production 
aod transportation is therein included. According to our con
ception, this technique determines the character aod method of 
exchange, further, the distribution of the products and therewith, . 
after the dissolution of gentile society, the relationships of ruler to 
ruled, and thence, the state, politics, law, etc. Under economic· 
relations are included further, the geographical foundations upon 
which they develop and the actually inherited remains of earlier 
economic ltag<S of development which have persisted, often 
through tradition only 01" uis _liM, and a1so, naturally, the 
external surrounding milieu of society. 

If the technique, as you properly say, is to a large extent 
dependent upon the state of science, how much more is science 
dependent upon the s/411 and rwds of technique. If society has a 
technical need, it serves as a greater spur to the progress of science 
than do ten univenitics. Thewhole of hydrostatics (Torricclli,etc.) 
was produced by the needs of controlling the mountain streams in 
Italy in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. We only acquired 
some intelligible knowledge about electricity when its technical 
applications were discovered. Uofortunately, in 'Germany, 
people have been accustomed to write the history uf the sciencer 
as if the sciences had liillen from the sky. 

2. We regard the economic conditions as determining, in the 
1ast instance, histurica1 developmenL But there are two points 
here which must not be overlooked. . 

(a) The political, legal. philosophical,re1igious, literary: 
artistic, etc., development rest upon the econumic. But they all 
react upon one another and upon the economic base. It is not the 
case that the economic situation is the soU ""tiw CdIISI and every
thing e1se only a passive eifecL But there is a reciprocal interaction 

1 (n To what extent are eamomic relations &GtUGli.7 effective, u., 
are they sufficient causes or necessary conditions 01' occasions" etc., of 
social dcvelopmeot? (II) What roles do the factors of .... aod his
torical/Dsoulil.1 play in Marx-Engels' conception of history? 



within a fundamental economic necessity which in the last iruttZtI£, 
always asserts itself. The state, I.g., -exerts its influence through 
tariffs, free .. tl'ade, good or bad taxation. Even that deadly supine .. 
ness and impotence of the German philistine which arose out of 
the miserable economic situation of Germany from 1648 to J 830 
and which expressed. itself first in pietism., then in sentimentalism 
and crawling servility before prince and noble, were Dot without 
their economic efi'ecb. They q,nstituteci one of the greatest hind .. 
rances to a progressive movement and were only cleared out of 

. the way by the revolutionary and Napoleonic wars which made 
the chronic misery acute. It is not true, as some people here and 
there convetJ.iently imagine, that economic conditions work them
selves out automatically. Men make their own history, but in a 
given, conditioning milieu, upon the basis of actual relations 
already extant, among which, the economic relations, no matter 
how much they are influenced by reiatioJl5 of a political and 
ideological order, are ultimately decisive, coostitutiog a red thread 
which runs through all the other relations and enabling us to 
imderstand them. 

(b) Men make their own history but until now not with Collec
tive will according to a collective plan. Not even in a definitely 
limited given society. Their strivings are at cross purposes witb 
each other, and in all such societies there therefore reigns a 
1IM:usily which asserts itself under the form. of contingency. The 
""lIS";!? which here expresses itself through all those contiogeocies 

_ is ultimatdy, again, economic. Here we must trea~ of the so-called 
great man. That a certain particular man and no other emerges 
at a definite time in a given country is natura1ly pure chance. 
But even if we eliminate him, there is always. need for a sub
stitute, and the substitute is found /mil bim gw mal; in the loog 

. run he is aure to he found. That Napoleon-this particular Cor
sican-should have been the military dictator made necessary 
by the exhausting wan of the French Republic-that was a matter 
of chance. But that in <Iefault of a Napoleon, another would have 
filled his place, that is established by the fact that wheoever a 
man was necessary he had always been found: Czsar, Augustus, 

. Cromwell, etc. Marx, to be sure, discovered the materialistic 
conception of history-but the examples ofThierry, Mignet, Guizot, 
the whole school of English Historians up to 1850 show they were 
working towards it ; and its re-discovery by Morgan serves as 
proof that the time was ripe for it, and that it IuuJ to he discovered. 

So with all other accidents and apparent accidents in history. 



The wider the field we investigate, the further removed from the 
economi~ the closer to the domain of pure, abstract ideology, the 
more we find that it reveals accidents in its development, the more 
does the co~ of its curve run in zig-zag fashion. But fit a trend 
to the curve and you wiD find that the longer the period taken, 
the more inclusive the field treated, the more closely wiD this trend 

.- run paraDeI to the trend of economic development. 
The greatest obstacle to the cornoct understanding of the theory 

in Germany is the inexcusable neglect of the literature of economic 
history. It is hard not only to get rid ofhistorical conceptions whicb 
have been drummed into one'. head at school but even more so 
to gather the material together necessary to do it. Who bas even 
read, •. g., old G. v. Giilicb wbose dry accumulation of material 
nonetheless contains 10 mucb stuff whicb explains innumerable 
political facts ? 

In addition I believe that the beautiful example whicb Marx 
himseI£ gives in his EighU.nJh BnD1IIUnr ought to give you consider
able information on your questions just because it is a practical 
illustration. I also believe that in the Anti-DiiItriIIg, cb. I, 9-" ; 
II, 2-4; III, I, as well as in the introduction and final section 
of FewrbD£h," I have already treated most of the points. 

I beg of you not to weigh gingerly eacb separate word of the 
above by itself but to take the connections into account. I am 
sorry that I have not the time to work things out and write you 
with the same exact detail that I would have to do for publication. 

. Yours, etc. 

4- Faoll AI.sTna OF ENGIWi ro F. MEmuNo 
July 140 18g3 

You have expteSSed the main facts admirably and for every 
open-minded person convincirigly.l If I were to take exception 
to anything it would be to the fact that you ascribe more credit 
to me than I deserve, even if I include everything I could have 
possibly discovered in the course of time hy myoeII; but whicb 
Mux with his quicker eoup d'oeil and wider view, discovered mucb 
IOOner. When one hu had the good fortune to wolk together for 
forty years with a man like Man<, one does not daring his lifetime 
receive the appreciation one believes he deserves. But just as SOOIl 

1 The reference is to aD essay of Mehring', ~rinted aJ an appendix 
to the fin. edition of bis Lmiog/q.... Mehring reprint«! this ...,. 
tion of Engels' letter in hi! GcsiJUcIaIr ., tIat.t.tdttm SodaJ~t 
2nd cd. ('903,) VoL I, pp. 385ff. 

28, 



.. the-greater of the two dies, the lesser ii euily overrated. That 

.eeIIll to be true for me now. History. however, will take care of 
all that and by that time one ii happily hew: no longer and cares 
nothing at all about it. 

Only one point is lacking which Marx and I did not sufficiently 
stress and in relation to which we are equally to blame. We both 
placed and hmJ /I) pkla the chief weight upon the derWalion of 
political, legal and other ideological notions, as well as the actions 
which they led up i><>, from fundamental economic facts. In conse
quence we neglected the fotmal side, i.l., the way in which these 
ideas arose, for the sake or the content. That gave our opponenu 
a welcome occasion for ullsundentanding. Panl Barth ii a.triking 
example. . 

Ideology is • proc';' whlch of couroe is carried on with the con
SciOU5Jle5S of so-called thinkers but with a false consciousness. The 
real driving force whieh moves it remaina unconscious otherwise , 
it would not he an ideological process. It imaginatively creates for 
itself -false Or apparent driving forces. Becauoe it is • thought pro-
. cess, it 'derives both i\S content and form from pure thought, either 
its own Or that of its predecesooro. It works with pure conceptual 
material which it unwittingly takes over as the product of thought 
and therefore does not investigate its relations to a process further 
removed from and independent of thought. Indeed it seems to be 
.elf-evident that since all activity is mediated by thought, it is 
ultimately grMIIItktJ in thought. The historical ideologist (and his
torical means here political, jural, philosophical, theological, in 

. short, all domains which belong to society and not merely to 
nature)-the historical ideologist is confronted in every scientific 
field by material which has been built up independently out of the 
thought of earlier generations, and which through the minds of 
these successive generations has undergone an independent 
development peculiar to itself. External facts from this or other 
fields may bave contributed to determine this development, but 
these faCti, according to the tacit presuppositions made, are them
selves mere fruits of a thought process. And 10 we still remain in 
the rcaIm of pure thought which has succeeded so well in digesting 
the hardest facts. 

It ia this appearance of an independent history ofotate COOllti
tutions, systems of law, of ideologies in every opecial field, which, 
above all, has blinded so many people. When Luther and Calvin 
II transcend It the official catholic religion ; when Hegel U trans
cends " Fichte and Kant ; and Rouoseau, indirectly with his social 



contract, the constitutionalist, Montesquieu.-it is a process which 
>:emaim within theology, philosophy, and political science. It 
merely reveals a stage, in the history of these intellectua1 domaina 
and never emerges from the field of pure thought at alL Ever since 
the illusion of the eteruity and ultimacy of the system of capitalist 
production arose, the refutation of the Mercantilists through the 
physiocrats and A. Smith has been regarded not as the intellec
tual rdlection of different economic facts, hut only as a victory 
of thought, as a correct insight, won at last, into actual conditio,", 
existing alwaJlS and everywhere. If only Richard the Lion-hearted, 
and Philip Augustua had introduced free trade, instead of in
volving themselves in crusades, five hundred years of misery and 
ltupidity would have been spared us. 

This side of affaiR, which I can here only indicate, we have all 
neglected, morc than is necessary. It's the old story. In the be
ginning the form is alwaJlS neglected for the content: Ao a1rcady 
said, I m)lSelf have made that error and it has alwaJlS been thrown 
up to me. I am far from reproaching you with it, As an :older 
sinner in this respect I have lw<Ily the right. But I wish to call 
your atteotion to this point for the future.. . .• 

This is hound up with the stupid conception of the ideologislll. 
Because we denied that the different ideological spheres, which 
play a part in history, have an indepeodent historical develop
ment, we were supposed therewith to have denied that they have 
any Iristori&4J tffico9. At the basis of this is the ordinary undial.c
tical notion of cause and effect as fixed, mutually opposed, po1ar 
relations, and a complete disregard of reciprocity. These gentle
men forget, almost intentionally,. that an historical factor, once it 
has been brought into the world by anoth.....:...ttimately economic 
fact-is able to re-act upon its surroundings and even affect its 
own causes ..•. 
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